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Abstract 

This study investigates the perception of Cantonese lexical 

tones in sung syllables. Previous studies assumed that native 

listeners found the lexical tones unintelligible if the song was 

composed with low tone-melody correspondence, i.e., lyrics 

would sound odd and awkward in native ears. The degree of 

confusion and the cues that listeners use to understand tone 

information in sung syllabus have thus been overlooked. The 

present experiment aims to explore whether listeners can 

recognize the individual words produced in a song with low 

tone-melody correspondence. This involved 67 Cantonese 

speakers who identified six Cantonese tones from 42 syllables 

extracted from a song with lyrics sung in Cantonese with low 

tone-melody correspondence. Participants showed statistically 

significant correct perception of all six tones (overall accuracy 

rate = 29.85%; chance level = 16.67%), although T2, T5, and 

T6 were confused with other tones with accuracy rates 

near/below chance level. Participants also tended to 

misperceive other tones as T1. Furthermore, when T1 was 

sung at higher notes and T3, T4 and T6 sung at lower notes, 

they were more accurately identified. The results showed that 

even in a song with low tone-melody correspondence, some 

lexical tones can still be accurately identified, implying a 

complex interaction between tone and melody in perception. 

Index Terms: tone, melody, Cantonese tones, tone perception, 

tone-melody correspondence 

1. Introduction 

Research in tone-melody relationship in songs has received 

more attention in recent decades. A number of studies reported 

that songs which are sung in different tone languages are able 

to preserve the intelligibility of words, e.g., Shona [1], 

Cantonese [2-4], Mandarin [2, 5-6] or Thai [7-8], despite to 

different degrees. Composers are found to have employed 

different composing strategies to maintain lexical tone 

faithfulness without constraining musical creativity [3], 

mainly through striking parallelism between lexical tone 

transitions and musical note transitions, i.e., mapping between 

the direction of two adjacent musical notes and the direction 

of lexical tones for the two corresponding sung syllables. 

However, conflicts between lexical tones and melodies are 

still found in some cases such as in Northern Ewe music [9], 

Dagaare folktales [10], Kalam Kohistani chants [11], or even 

modern Mandarin pop songs [12]. The above studies mainly 

surveyed across a number of songs in a particular tone 

language and calculated the degree of parallelism manifested, 

meaning that they attempted to investigate tone-melody 

interface from the composers’ point of view. To examine 

native speakers’ actual perception, a few studies involved 

perceptual experiments to investigate the strategies or acoustic 

cues that listeners utilized when identifying the sung syllables. 

Studies have shown that Cantonese songs demonstrate a 

strikingly high degree of and necessity in tone-melody 

correspondence. Cantonese has six different lexical tones with 

different tonal features (see Table 1 for a summary of its tonal 

system). Lyrics sung in Cantonese are thus written with 

specific attention paid to preserve both musicality of the 

melody and the intelligibility of lyrics, or else the sung 

syllables will become unintelligible and perceptually “odd” 

and “awkward” due to the mismatch [12]. 

Table 1: Tonal system in Cantonese 

Tonal 
category 

Tonal 

feature 

Relative 

pitch value 

Height Example 

1 high-level 55 
High 

詩 si1 “poem” 

2 mid-rising 35 史 si2 “history” 

3 mid-level 33 Mid 試 si3 “to try” 

4 low-falling 21 

Low 

時 si4 “time” 

5 low-rising 13 市 si5 “market”  

6 low-level 22 事 si6 “matter” 

 

In the literature, a tone-melody correspondence was 

defined based on whether the melodic transition maps in the 

same direction as the tonal target transition. If yes, this is a 

“perfect match”; if no, this is regarded as a “mismatch” [3,11]. 

This analytical approach has been popular in the past two 

decades in studies investigating the interaction between music 

and tone. However, as pointed out by Ho [13], this 

quantification of the degree of tone-melody correspondence 

based on only parallel transitions cannot truly reflect the 

mapping reality. A huge discrepancy between the mapping 

calculation and listeners’ actual perception is usually observed. 

For instance, using the mapping approach, Vondenhoff [14] 

found that less than 40% of tone and melody showed matches 

in contemporary Mandarin songs. Interestingly, even though 

these Mandarin songs showed a relatively low degree of 

mapping between tone and melody, native speakers of 

Mandarin do not report that these tone-melody conflicts sound 

unnatural or odd. Contrarily, by using the same mapping 

approach 8% of the lyrics were reported as mismatches in 

Wong and Diehl’s analysis of four Cantonese pop songs [3] 

while 5% to even 20% of lyrics were observed as mismatches 

in Li and Choi’s analysis of five other Cantonese songs [15]. 

Nevertheless, Ho’s study involving native speakers’ actual 

perception of tones in over 50 Cantonese songs reported only 

less than 1% of lyrics sound odd [13]. The disparities between 

song analysis and actual perception results not only raise 

queries about how melody and tone interact so that native 

speakers can make sense of the lyrics, but also lead to 
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questions concerning the necessity of redefining 

“correspondence” and “mismatch” as a perceptual notion 

rather than solely on the directionality of melodic and tonal 

transitions. Adopting the same perspective as Ho, this study 

defines a tone-melody mismatch as “pairing of tonal target 

transition and melodic transition [that] sounds odd, awkward, 

or unintelligible to native speakers” [13]. 

Yet, previous studies only assumed that native speakers 

would find the lyrics unintelligible when the songs sounded 

“awkward” and “odd” to their ears. These studies have not 

conducted perceptual tests to find out the actual perceptual 

patterns and performance of native speakers when they 

listened to songs with tone-melody mismatches. This implies 

that the acoustic cues or some underlying factors governing 

the perception might have been overlooked. Therefore, the 

present study hopes to begin adding more findings to this line 

of research by answering the following two questions: Do 

native speakers of Cantonese have difficulty making sense of 

the lyrics if the songs are with low tone-melody 

correspondence? Is there any pattern observed regarding how 

the musical notes interact with the lexical tones that make the 

lyrics intelligible or unintelligible to native speakers?  

This paper serves as a preliminary report of a larger 

project that intends to compare the perception of Mandarin 

and Cantonese tones in contemporary pop songs with low 

tone-melody correspondence. Thus, only the findings on how 

the perception of Cantonese lexical tones was manifested in 

one song would be given. Different from previous studies 

which composed their own melodies, used only the same 

syllable bearing different tones, and examined two 

consecutive syllables, this study uses individual syllables with 

all the lexical tones sung at seven different notes in a song 

available on the market for native Hong Kong Cantonese 

speakers to identify the lexical tones in order to collect 

genuine data. It is hoped that this study can provide more data 

on the actual perception of lexical tones in sung syllables, and 

offer implications for further research about how the tone-

melody interaction works and the strategies that listeners rely 

on during perception. 

2. Methodology 

To answer the research questions as to whether native listeners 

of Cantonese can identify the lyrics of a song sung in 

Cantonese with low tone-melody correspondence, the present 

study involves a perceptual experiment using stimuli extracted 

from a contemporary Chinese pop song called “A Bit of 

Fortune.” The notes of this song span one and a half octave 

from F4 (349.23 Hz) to C6 (1046.50 Hz). Analysis of the 

lexical tones of the Cantonese lyrics was found sung at seven 

consecutive notes within an octave, ranging from C5 

(523.25Hz) to B5 (987.77Hz). This specific combination of the 

tones of the lyrics and melody of the song gave rise to the 

possibility of the present investigation because this implied 

low tone-melody correspondence in the song when it is sung 

in Cantonese. Cantonese pop songs on the market are always 

carefully constructed so that the tones will match with the 

musical notes to ensure intelligibility of the lyrics. Thus, 

hardly had an actual Cantonese pop song with low tone-

melody correspondences been found available. The current 

application of the song then became appropriate for this study 

since this song was originally composed to be sung in 

Mandarin and the lyrics were not intended to have adherence 

to the musical notes if it were to be sung in Cantonese. The 

results of the experiment would thus offer insights to the 

phonetic manifestations of tones produced by the singers 

through looking at the tone-melody interface from the 

perspective of native speakers’ actual perception of 

decontextualized sung syllables.  

2.1. Participants  

A total of 67 native Hong Kong Cantonese speakers (16 males 

and 51 females) participated in this perceptual identification 

experiment. Their age ranged from 18 to 20 and had different 

degrees of musical training, varying from 0 to 5 years. Based 

on their self-report, none had speaking or hearing deficit. 

2.2. Stimuli 

Stimuli consisted of 42 monosyllabic words extracted from a 

pop song with the lyrics sung in Cantonese. The song was 

sung by an amateur female singer (age = 30) who is a native 

Hong Kong Cantonese speaker. A trained musician who is a 

certificate holder of Central Conservatory of Music (China) 

confirmed that the melody was sung in pitch. 

The stimuli were words in the lyrics with six Cantonese 

tones, excluding those checked syllables, sung at seven 

different notes (C, D, E, F, G, A, B). This constituted a total of 

42 different tokens (6 tones sung at 7 different notes, i.e., 6 × 7 

= 42). The stimuli were all eighth notes and were extracted for 

the experiment. 

The authors have noted the potential for the occurrence 

and effect of confounding factors due to the use of different 

syllables in the experiment. However, so as to investigate the 

actual perception of the meaning of words in a song available 

on the market, these words were still used as stimuli and were 

assured to be all high-frequency words [16]. 

2.3. Experimental Procedures 

The experiment was conducted in a sound-proof language 

laboratory located in Hong Kong. Participants were asked to 

identify the tones of the stimuli by choosing from six word 

choices, each word bearing each of the six tones. 

Two repetitions of all 42 stimuli were presented to the 

participants in a random order and the inter-stimulus interval 

was three seconds. Participants were asked to identify the tone, 

i.e., T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, or T6, of the stimulus they heard. The 

participants were given lexical items, i.e., the Chinese 

characters with six different tones, having the same (or highly 

similar) segments as the stimulus. The intention of this design 

was to facilitate the identification process because an average 

Hongkonger with no specific training in phonetics or 

Cantonese tone system displays immense difficulty identifying 

the tones alone without lexical cues. 

3. Results 

The overall accuracy rate of identification across all six tones 

was at 29.85% (SD = 27.9%; chance level is at 16.67%). T1, 

was the most accurately identified tone, followed by T3 and 

then T4, regardless of which note the syllable was sung. The 

accuracy rate of T5 and T6 was slightly above chance level, 

while T2 was below chance. Table 2 shows a confusion matrix 

regarding error patterns in identification of the six Cantonese 

tones in the perceptual experiment. Those with accurate 

identification of the target tones in the stimuli were 

highlighted in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Confusion matrix showing the number of 

identification tokens of 6 Cantonese lexical tones 

  Tones Perceived by Listeners 

   T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 

T
ar

g
et

 T
o

n
es

  

T1 
472 

(51.47%) 

57 

(6.22%) 

207 

(22.57%) 

54 

(5.89%) 

16 

(1.74%) 

111 

(12.10%) 

T2 
215 

(23.45%) 

104 

(11.34%) 

270 

(29.44%) 

142 

(15.49%) 

55 

(6.00%) 

131 

(14.29%) 

T3 
195 

(21.26%) 

43 

(4.69%) 

407 

(44.38%) 

150 

(16.36%) 

41 

(4.47%) 

81 

(8.83%) 

T4 
213 

(23.32%) 

19 

(2.08%) 

185 

(20.22%) 

298 

(32.52%) 

63 

(6.89%) 

137 

(14.97%) 

T5 
218 

(23.84%) 

63 

(6.89%) 

144 

(15.71%) 

74 

(8.08%) 

182 

(19.86%) 

235 

(25.63%) 

T6 
471 

(51.39%) 

39 

(4.28%) 

165 

(18.02%) 

32 

(3.49%) 

30 

(3.28%) 

179 

(19.54%) 

The highlighted cells signify the target identification of tones. 

 

A Pearson chi-square test of independence was conducted 

to examine the relationship between the target tones in the 

lyrics and the perceived tones identified by the listeners. This 

test compares two vectors, i.e., target tones and perceived 

tones, and determines whether there is any relationship 

between them. The relationship between these variables was 

significant, χ2(25,  n = 5497) = 1364.74, p < .0001. A post-hoc 

Pearson residual cell-wise analysis using a Bonferroni 

adjusted alpha level of .002 (.05/36) was performed to 

determine where the interactions occur, i.e., which pairing 

contributed to the overall result. Table 3 shows the results: 

Table 3: Post-hoc cell-wise contributions for the 

Cantonese tone identification experiment 

  
Tones Perceived 

  
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 

T
ar

g
et

 T
o

n
es

 T1 + 
  

– – – 

T2 – + + 
   

T3 – 
 

+ 
 

– – 

T4 – – – + 
  

T5 – 
 

– – + + 

T6 + 
 

– – – + 
The highlighted cells signify the target identification of tones. 

“+” indicates a significantly higher standard residual value for that cell than the 

overall minimum standard residual value; “–” means a significantly lower value. 
 

 

This follow-up test shows that all six tones which were 

correctly identified are all significant contributors to the 

overall results. Moreover, T2 was significantly more often 

perceived as T3, whereas T5 as T6, and T6 as T1, as bolded in 

Table 3. 

 
 

 
Figure 1: The percentage of accurate identification of 6 

Cantonese lexical tones sung at 7 different notes 

Figure 1 displays the percentage of accurate identification 

of these tones when the stimuli were sung at different notes. 

Six separated Pearson chi-square tests of independence were 

performed with respect to their target tones to investigate the 

relationship between musical notes and lexical tones 

perceived. These two vectors were found related to each other: 

T1 as target: χ2(30,  n = 917) = 420.74, p < .0001; T2 as target: 

χ2(30,  n = 917) = 936.47, p < .0001; T3 as target: χ2(30,  n = 

917) = 652.54, p < .0001; T4 as target: χ2(30,  n = 915) = 

689.73, p < .0001; T5 as target: χ2(30,  n = 916) = 762.85, p < 

.0001; T6 as target: χ2(30,  n = 916) = 546.93, p < .0001.  

The results of post-hoc cell-wise tests examining the 

significant contributors are shown in Table 4. The perceived 

tones which were accurately identified as the target tones were 

all level tones (T1, T3, T6) and the low-falling tone (T4): T1 

when sung at higher notes (G, A, B), and T3, T4, and T6 when 

sung at lowers notes (D and F for T3; C and D for T4; C and F 

for T6). Those tones which were less frequently identified as 

the target tones were T1 and T2 when sung at lower notes; and 

T3, T4, and T6, when sung at higher notes. 

Table 4: Post-hoc cell-wise contributions for the 

Cantonese tone identification experiment for six 

different target tones sung at different notes 

Tones which were Accurately Perceived 

         
  

       

N
o

te
s 

S
u

n
g

 

C –     +   +   C   –   +   + 

D –   +         D   – + –     

E – +           E –   +       

F               F   – + –     

G +             G –   – –     

A +   –         A –     +     

B +   –     –   B             

         
  

       

N
o

te
s 

S
u

n
g
 

C – +       +   C –   – +     

D –   +     –   D –   – +     

E       –   +   E +   –       

F –   + –       F – + + –     

G     –         G           – 

A –   – + + –   A       – + + 

B +   –         B +   + –   – 

         
  

       

N
o

te
s 

S
u

n
g
 

C         – +   C –   +   + + 

D –         +   D             

E –   –     +   E –   +       

F –     –   –   F –     +   + 

G + +     – –   G +         – 

A –   +     –   A +           

B +         –   B +   –     – 
The highlighted cells in grey signify the target identification of tones. 

“+” indicates a significantly higher standard residual value for that cell than the 

overall minimum standard residual value; “–” means a significantly lower value. 

 

4. Discussion 

Unlike previous studies which mostly investigated the 

relationship between tone and melody from the perspective of 

T1  T2  T3  T4  T5  T6 T1  T2  T3  T4  T5  T6 

T1  T2  T3  T4  T5  T6 T1  T2  T3  T4  T5  T6 

T1  T2  T3  T4  T5  T6 T1  T2  T3  T4  T5  T6 

T1:

1 
T2:

1 

T3: T4: 

T5: T6: 
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the composers by examining the parallelism between musical 

note transitions and tonal transitions, the present work 

complements the understanding with actual perception data of 

individual syllables by native listeners. The current study, 

employing a Chinese pop song with low tone-melody 

correspondence when sung in Cantonese, has shown that some 

degree of accurate lexical tone perception in sung syllables 

could still be observed. This implies that, besides the impact 

of the direction of tone-melody transitions, it is likely that 

there are other strategies or acoustic cues that listeners used to 

understand lyrics. The present results suggest that the pitch 

characteristics of individual syllables and the pitch range they 

were sung at should also be taken into consideration in 

research on tone-melody mapping. 

Generally, listeners tended to be consistent in choosing T1 

as their most favored choice, regardless of which tone in the 

lyrics was produced by the singer. The default choice of T1 

appears to show that the effects of melody have somehow 

overridden the prosodic cues in lexical tones of individual 

syllables. That is, the musical pitch may have been regarded as 

a part of the tone information. This is more evident when the 

tones were sung at higher notes, as they were more often 

identified as T1. 

The overall results also showed that tone-melody 

mismatches still allowed all six tones to be correctly identified 

at a statistically significant level, although two rising tones 

(T2, T5) and one level tone (T6) were accurately identified 

only near or below chance level. It is not surprising to find out 

that T6, a low-level tone, was confused with the high-level 

tone T1 and mid-level tone T3, because they are all level 

tones. However, for the contour tones, listeners did not 

confuse the two rising tones. Instead, the mid-rising tone T2 

was confused with the mid-level tone T3, whereas the low-

rising tone T5 was confused with the low-level tone T6. This 

suggests that the importance of tone contour in cueing the 

correct lexical tone in sung syllables might have been 

diminished and overridden by the musical pitch. More 

importantly, the analysis between tone-melody perception 

suggests that the pitch of the note was utilized by the listeners 

to identify different level tones and the low-falling tone: 

higher notes for the high-level tone and lower notes for low-

falling, mid- and low-level tones. Similarly, the high-level 

tone was less frequently identified if they were sung at lower 

notes, and so did the low-falling, mid- and low-level tones 

when they were sung at higher notes. The above results are in 

line with previous findings that Cantonese songs have more 

text-setting constrains. More careful consideration in matching 

between lexical tones and musical notes is required in 

Cantonese song lyrics writing because listeners show reliance 

on the pitch of the individual words when decoding 

phonological information in sung syllables. 

5. Concluding Remarks 
As a preliminary report investigating the tone-melody 

interaction in Cantonese, the present study is the first step to 

examine how the tonal distinctions of individual words in both 

languages are manifested in singing from the perspective of 

listeners’ actual perception. The results show that even in a 

song with low tone-melody correspondence, some lexical 

tones could still be accurately identified. The perception of 

Cantonese tones was highly influenced by the height of 

musical notes. Our next step is to compare the results obtained 

from examining between tone-melody direction and the 

present findings by drawing on a larger pool of songs sung 

with various tone-melody matching patterns and in both 

Mandarin and Cantonese. What other specific strategies or 

acoustic cues that the listeners rely on when understanding the 

lyrics will also be investigated. 
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